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Preface

I turned to Pablo Tac’s manuscript in 2000 to read the entire work on
microfilm while writing an indigenous history of colonial and Mexican
California. This forthcoming book places native categories of analysis
and source material at the center of my thinking. But as I became famil-
iar with Tac’s writing, and read each part of the manuscript in relation-
ship to the other, new questions emerged that took me beyond the his-
tory of California. I began to wonder about Tac’s life, his studies, and the
writing of the other students with whom he lived and worked in Rome.
These questions led me to more archives and, ultimately, to the present
book.

Much of the information about Tac’s adult life and the context for his
work I found by following Tac’s footsteps to Italy. I went to see the orig-
inal Collegium de Propaganda Fide, located next to the Spanish steps in
Rome, where Tac studied and wrote from 1834 to 1841. I worked at the
archives that are now housed in the newer college built on Vatican land
on a hill above the Roman neighborhood of Travestere.

The manuscript that Tac wrote for Giuseppe Mezzofanti, a linguist
who became theVatican librarian and a cardinal during the time that Tac
studied in Rome, became part of Mezzofanti’s extensive archive. After
Mezzofanti’s death in 1849, the Vatican sent the archive to Bologna, his
birthplace. There a large part, including Tac’s manuscript, was given to
the Biblioteca comunale dell’Archiginnasio.Themagnificent building that
has housed the Biblioteca since 1838was originally the university of med-



icine and philosophy, built in 1563, and has the arms of noble families
inscribed on its walls and ceilings. Given Bologna’s formidable tradition
of communal action and university education, the building became an im-
portant part of the city’s dramatic array of public spaces.

I consulted Mezzofanti’s archive at the Biblioteca comunale del-
l’Archiginnasio to read Pablo Tac’s original manuscript. I also wanted to
read the other grammatical studies that Mezzofanti’s students and as-
sistants compiled and copied from other sources.When I comparedTac’s
work to that of the others, I realized just how unique it was. Prompted
by a dear friend, I decided to try to get the manuscript published in its
original languages, together with English translation.

Just before I beganmy research in Bologna, I received a call from James
Luna, a well-known contemporary Luiseño artist who lives on La Jolla
Reservation.The National Museum of the American Indian had selected
Luna to be its first representative at theVenice Biennale in 2005, for which
he planned to produce a work in honor of Pablo Tac. Luna generously
asked me to collaborate by sharing my understanding of Tac’s writing
and a copy of Tac’s microfilmed manuscript. I watched, in turn, as Tac’s
work took on other dimensions through Luna’s eyes in his piece Emen-
datio. (See the exhibition catalogue James Luna: Emendatio, ed.Truman
Lowe and Paul Chaat Smith [Washington, D.C.: National Museum of
the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution, 2005], which includes my
essay “Pablo Tac: Memory, Identity, History,” 49–53.)

Luna’s work often speaks to history in the present, forming a politics
of memory.Although there are no known images of Pablo Tac, Luna had
his own portrait painted in the likeness of a nineteenth-century Indian
scholar and titled it James Tac. Thus, all three—the portrait, Luna, and
Tac—went to Italy. In creating thememory ofTac’s presence in Italy, Luna
returned Pablo Tac to the public eye there, and returned Tac’s work to
an international setting. The painting hung at the entry to his installa-
tion at the Biennale.

The portrait constitutes one of the many visual references Luna made
during the exhibition to the connections between past and present. The
fifteenth-century palace also reverberated with the words that Tac wrote
in Rome, words Luna had woven into Navajo rugs. In one of the instal-
lation rooms, Luna’s piece Apparitions appeared in video format, juxta-
posing photographs of elder Luiseños taken in the early twentieth cen-
tury with images of Luiseños today. Some of these pairs, through which
Luna explores the dual theme of resemblance and translation, are re-
produced in the present book. Emendatio addressed many things that
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concerned PabloTac, things about which hewrote, such as history,words,
images, attention to elders, humor, poetry, and wit. Tac’s willingness to
persevere, so evident in his writing, imparts a sense of assurance in a pre-
carious time, an assurance on which both Luna and I could draw.

When James Luna and I presented a draft of this book to the San Luis
Rey Band, Luna asked me to say something personal, to give people a
sense of my motives in publishing the work. As a historian, my personal
voice usually remains absent, and I encountered some resistance inside.
Yet at our first meeting in Vista, San Diego County, in a roadside restau-
rant, the tribal chairmanMelVernon askedmewhy I undertook this pro-
ject. I told him a vivid story of my birth and being given up for adoption
in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Vernon listened intently. I think it offered
some potential for humanity in my approach. The experience made me
favor histories that are difficult to reconstruct, and forms of knowledge
that escape the dominant paradigms of an era. The beauty of history, to
me, is being able to place people in the worlds they created during times
of little choice, as faced by so many.That sense of having to work within
narrow parameters, and of possessing little language to define one’s story,
joins many people together in a common dilemma. Pablo Tac addressed
that dilemma well.

Today Luiseño has been decolonized as a written language. Its gram-
mar, orthography, and syntax are developed from the spoken language,
so that references to non-Luiseño speech are no longer necessary. The
spellings have been revised to remove the Latin and Spanish influences
found in Tac’s written grammar and dictionary.Many Luiseños are now
studying the written language. Tac’s writing represents a different era.
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